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Abstract- Video-based object or face recognition services on mobile devices have recently gained significant attention.Cloud
systems start to be utilized for services to analyze user data in the region of computer vision. In these services, key points are
extracted from images or videos and the data is identified by machine learning with large database of cloud.Detecting Person-OfInterest (POI), e.g., fugitives, criminals and terrorists in public spaces is a critical requirement of many law enforcers and police
officers. Face recognition applications for airport security and surveillance can benefit from the collaborative coupling of mobile
and cloud computing as they become widely available today.
Index Terms- Cloud Server, Key Point of Interest, Scale-Invariant Feature Transform

I. INTRODUCTION
Potential of a cloud system combining a smart device and cloud servers is increasing dramatically. One of the examples is
"Siri" which offers a friendly web knowledge navigator based on natural language user interface. Since latest portable devices
equipped not only a microphone but also a high resolution camera, this kind of cloud based framework is also promising to create
various kinds of video based recognition systems.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Moravec et al (1981) developed a corner detector for image matching, but it is less repeatable and is only 20% accurate.The
Moravec detector was improved by Harris and Stephens (1988) to make it more repeatable for small image variations and near edges.
The Harris corner detector is very sensitive to changes in image scale, so it does not provide a good basis for matching images of
different sizes. Harris corner detector has been widely used for image matching tasks. While these feature detectors are usually called
corner detectors, they are not selecting just corners, but rather any image location that has large gradients in all directions at a
predetermined scale. The drawback of this system is it is very sensitive to changes in image scale and does not provide a good basis
for matching images of different sizes. It is only 50% accurate .
Lowe D G et al (2004) developed a method for extracting distinctive invariant features from images that can be used to perform
reliable matching between different views of an object or scene.The features are invariant to image scale and rotation, and are shown
to provide robust matching across a substantial range of affine distortion, change in 3D viewpoint, addition of noise, and change in
illumination. The features are highly distinctive, in the sense that a single feature can be correctly matched with high probability
against a large database of features from many images. This paper describes an approach to using these features for object recognition.
The recognition proceeds by matching individual features to a database of features from known objects using a fast nearest-neighbor
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algorithm, followed by a Hough transform to identify clusters belonging to a single object, and finally performing verification through
least-squares solution for consistent pose parameters.
This approach to recognition can robustly identify objects among clutter and occlusion while achieving near real-time
performance.The described SIFT key points are particularly useful due to their distinctiveness, which enables the correct match for a
key point to be selected from a large database of other key points [1]. The key points are shown to be invariant to image rotation and
scale and robust across a substantial range of affine distortion, addition of noise, and change in illumination .Paul A K et al (2006)
presents multiclass object classification and recognition using smart phone and cloud computing (client server) technology. The image
recognition is scale and rotation invariant and the speed of operation is very fast. The response time from the server is very fast. This
system can be extended for navigation applications and landmark detection, driver assistance. It isapplied for recognizing two
dimensional

texture based object.Using SIFT the average classification rate is 84%. The computing power of the smart phone is not

enough to give the prompt response.
Heinzelman et al(2011) proposed the design and implementation of face recognition applications using mobile-cloudlet-cloud
architecture named MOCHA. This architecture is designed to minimize the overall response time of the face detection and face
recognition algorithms given heterogeneous communication latencies and compute powers of cloud servers at diverse geographical
placements. The obtained results are more intelligent task partitioning algorithms employed by the cloudlet permits response-time
improvement by offloading work from the mobile device, 2) the response time decreases as the number of cloud servers increase and
this improvement is more emphasized when cloudlets are in place, and 3) communication latencies affect the response time
considerably, which can be partially coalesced when cloudlets are used as buffers. It is complex, and is only 69% accurate.
Yuan J et al (2012) proposed a method for local occupancy information based on the local 3D point cloud around each joint
using fouriertemporal pyramid features. The disadvantages are,it has high-ordering features and complicated learning procedures. It
has 85.7% recognition rate.Jong et al (2012) describes an expert system of bio information, which is combined with the smart devices
using wireless sensor network (WSN). The HRV detection parameter value is adopted the criteria and basis for the features of diabetes
by using artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm. The accuracy of ANN diagnose has 87.33%A general purpose, low-cost, wide
area, remote monitor, mobile and real-time analyzer is designed and implemented for investigation of the heart rate variability. Zigbee
is seen that short distance communication within a care zone.
Prakashet al (2013) investigates a wearable computerizedeyewear based face recognition system. This system is a portable
device which can accompany a police officer during patrolling or other tasks. The eyewear is connected to a cloud based face
recognition system via wireless networks. Facial images captured by the mounted camera are sent to the cloud for identity retrieval.
When the system finds POI, it would alert officers via overlaying a virtual identity tag on the real POI’s face on the transparent screen
of the eyewear. We provide approaches to greatly minimize recognition time, including leveraging the large storage and high
computational capacities provided by the cloud. The cloud enables nationwide POI database and supports parallel computing for face
recognition.
Gook et al (2013) proposed a system using cloud computing, image processing, information mapping and data
synchronization. The advantage of the system is better and faster method for image data synchronization. It is most efficient way with
using cloud server included human tracking at the end results .Even though it has 334.033 millisecond of fastest execution time and
faces several security problems.Yiannis et al (2014) propose a contextual bandit framework for learning contention and congestion
conditions in object or face recognition via wireless mobile streaming and cloud-based processing .main advantages are it maximize
the average recognition rate and efficiently allocating transmission settings and has highly-varying contention levels in the wireless
transmission, as well as the variation in the task-scheduling congestion in the cloud .But it is complex. The recognition accuracy rate
per transaction is 90%.
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Althloothi et al (2014) designed method with multi-fused features (i.e., motion of 3D joint positions and shape information)
along with multiple kernel functions achieves 93.1% recognition rate.This method uses human activity recognition (HAR),depthbased life logging HAR system , depth imaging sensor and hidden Markov Models(HMM). The advantage of this system is that,once
the life logging HAR system is trained, the system can be activated to produce life logs by recognizing the learned human
activities.Performance of the proposed life-logging HAR technique, achieving mean recognition rates of 92.33%, 93.58% and 90.33%
over the conventional methods having PC features as 78.42%, 77.83% and 72.25% and IC features as 82.58%, 82.25% and 78.33% in
smart indoor environments.
Takahiro et al(2014) discussed low complexity SIFT (Scale-invariant feature transform) based key point extraction algorithm
and its hardware engine capable of operating at full-HD 60fps video .As a technique to reduce network bandwidth, a keypoint of
interest (KOI) detection algorithm based on spatio-temporal feature considering mutual dependency and camera motion is also
discussed.The proposed algorithm achieves about 95% reduction of key points and 53% reduction of computational complexity. The
reduction of descriptor data communicated with cloud systemsand reduction of computational complexity of descriptor calculations
are achieved .It reduces noise by comparing with states of surrounding key points.
III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Table 1. Comparative analysis of various approaches
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Table 1 shows comparative analysis of various recognition systems. By analyzingexisting methods it is clear that proposed
method is more effective.

IV.CONCLUSION

This survey presented that the smart feature detection device for cloud based video recognition system is more effective than
other techniques of recognition systems. Because it describes a low complexity SIFT based key point extraction algorithm and its
hardware engine. It also introduces key point of interest detection algorithm based on spatio-temporal feature. Both are key to
implementing a smart feature detection device and will make a great contribution to increase the potential for a cloud based video
recognition system.
It's advantages are reduction of descriptor data communicated with cloud Systems,reduction of computational complexity of
descriptor Calculations and reduction of data amount of key points.
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